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2010, Zombies Again
The rest of the year is
looking more than hot
to trot in the world of
the Living Dead, so
grab your shotgun,
holster your cricket bat
and get ready to ‘sever
the head or destroy the
brain….’
AUGUST:
The UK, sees the arrival
of yet another hotly
anticipated Terror4fun
Zombie Fest, this year with a Wild West Theme, it’s
Lead vs Dead in this years zombie fuelled nightmare
of films, games and ultimately a chance to see if YOU
would survive the Zombie Apocaylpse…
SEPTEMBER:
Apart from NOTLD 3D, I think Resident Evil Afterlife,
which appears on the Big Screen on September the
10th must be the most anticipated and only 3D
Zombie event of the year… It may well be tightclothing-tastic and more action than horror, but is
anyone reading this gonna miss out on the chance to
see Milla Jovovich slay the undead in 3 Dimensions?
OCTOBER:
Capcom confirmed that one of this year’s most hotly
anticipated titles, Dead Rising 2, is set for release
throughout Europe on October 1st. Sequel to the
million plus seller, Dead Rising, and set in the g
ambling paradise of Fortune City, Dead Rising 2
introduces new main character, Chuck Greene, and

Zombie Party - They got our vote ???
www.votecure.com/vote

delivers 1000s more
zombies with even
more ways to defeat
them as players try to
survive for 72 hours in
this darkly comedic, no
holds-barred action
title. It’s simple; you
either Tape it or Die...
NOVEMBER:
Terror4fun time again
and its November 13th
in Leicester, time for
th
the 4 UK Festival of Zombie Culture, the Day of the
Undead. At this moment in time we are finalising
the films, the books, the games, the guests, the
competitions, the make up artists and everything
else, BUT you, the subscribers of the Zombie Times
E-Zine will be the first to find out…
DECEMBER:
Of course, it’s the season to be jolly, but also the
season to get your Amazon wish list sorted, leave
post-it note hints around the house and to physically
show your friends and relatives exactly where they
can buy you the latest zombie bits and pieces… Or
avoid the hassle and ask for a Santa Hat filled with
cash to splash out on Gore and more…
2010, the year of the Zombie? Perhaps, with big
screen zombies for the main stream and then hidden
gems like ‘Night of the Living Trekkies’ for those
willing to do some digging… Its gonna be messy.
If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: Terror4fun: UK Zombie Events

www.tapeitordie.com
October 1st, 2010
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MISS ZOMBIE QUEEN
UK 2010 - WINNER
The winner was announced as Von, a selfdecried “metal-loving, living dead girl”
from East London. Dancing her way to
victory with stage blood during the
speciality round of the event sent both
judges and the crowd wild to walk away
with the inaugural Miss Zombie Queen UK
beauty pageant title as well as cash and
voucher prizes and the chance to appear
in Warren Speed’s sequel to Zombie
Women of Satan.
Winner Von, in the speciality round,
performed a Zombie school girl strip with
a bottle of fake blood to the sound of Rob
Zombies ‘Living Dead Girl.’
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Now if you think this column looks a bit empty or devoid of
zombie activities for 2010, because it does not have your
events in it, then please correct this by sending us times,
dates, locations and links to your zombie events and we will
get them up here for you!!! Just email Zombie Ed at
ed@terror4fun.com and let us know all about them.
We will make sure they appear in front of 10,000 people in
every issue...

July 17th. The Frightfest E-Zine’s 1st Issue.
www.frightfest.co.uk
July 19th. ‘The Crazies’ released on Blu Ray and DVD.
Birmingham Zombiewalk. July 24th,
More details in this Zombie Times
Dead in Oxford Zombiewalk. August 10th
Terror4fun presents Zombie Fest 2010.
Cosgrove, near Milton Keynes. Aug 13th to 15th
www.terror4fun.com/zombie_fest10
Frightfest 2010, London. August Bank Holiday, which
includes the world premiere of highly anticipated
zombie flick ‘The Dead’ on the Monday...
www.frightfest.co.uk

Watch the short teaser clip of the event
here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yl2D3K6
RKug
Zombie Women of Satan was released on
DVD on June 21st from Revolver. For the
official website and for more details on the
event, visit the official website at:
http://www.zombiewomenofsatan.com

DEAD RISING 2 Release. October 1st.
The game we have all been waiting for is released for
Xbox 360, PS3 and PC.
Whitby Goth Weekend. Halloween Weekend in
Whitby. Details and Pics etc at:
http://wgw.topmum.co.uk/
DATE ANNOUNCED!!!
Terror4funs Day of the Undead 2010, Leicester.
UK Festival of Zombie Culture. 13th, November.
More details coming soon...

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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The Zombie Times, July 2010
Zombie Fans,
Is this year just getting better and better or what? Zombie fest is coming up quickly in August,
September sees another resident evil film, but this time in 3d hitting the silver screen, October
1st sees the release of Dead Rising 2 on a whole host of platforms, November 13th is the date set
for the next uk festival of zombie culture, the Day of the Undead and I cannot wait to see what
the f**k is in my brain filled Christmas stocking come December...
...and remember if you are doing anything zombie related and you want
zombie fans to find out then please let us know by emailing
ed@terror4fun.com and we will tell more than 10,000 of them about it…
Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the word…
Zombies are alive and kicking… (well sort of, you know what I mean)
keep on zomming and see you soon,

Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror 4fun Team
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“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Birmingham Zombiewalk 2010…
In association with Zombie Aid.
Download an event information pack from
http://www.birminghamzombies.com/
Its being held on Saturday 24th July 2010, in Birmingham City Centre.
MEETING: 12.00 - 15:00 at the Public Park behind Birmingham Rep Theatre / Centenary Square.
START TIME: 15:00

per person to get there zombie make-up done, which
all proceeds will go to Birmingham Childrens Hospital.
In the mean-time if we can spread the word and build
a bigger zombie-fan-base, it'd be epic!
Zombie-Aid 2010, Birmingham:
- Zombiewalk through the city centre & oasis market
- Monster Energy will be handing out free drinks to
zombies from around 1.00pm
- After-party at The Sound Bar in Birmingham till late
Spread the word! It's going to be huge and better than for all ages.
last years walk. We will be having an after-party at the Note: The after party is for all ages, but 18+ ID will be
Sound Bar in Birmingham. Monster Energy will also be required to purchase alcohol.
http://www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=167309977074
handing out free drinks to zombies. We will be raising
money for Birmingham Children's Hospital again and
Thanks to Debbie graves
hopefully this year will raise a target goal of at least
for the heads up on this event...
£750. We will be charging a minimum donation of £2

“indie feature film: - The Turning”
Written/Directed By Jason Impey
"Desire leads to murder, murder
leads to passion and passion
leads to The Turning"
"That which doesn't kill me, will
make me stronger!" is a quote
that filmmakers live by. Embarking on their new feature film Jason Impey and Kemal Yildirim
are living the horror fans dream
of making an epic tale of Zombies, Nazi Supremacists and intense drama in a roller coaster
ride of entertainment. Filmed in
only 11 production days, without
a script, a crew of five and the
smallest budget to achieve the maximum quality is a rule
these filmmakers live by.
“The Turning” is a tale about a deadly affair that leads to
a brutal murder, which takes Dillon and Stacy into an evil
world of the undead zombies where Dillon must face his
past in an eruption of violence that leads him to face the
ultimate evil “Humanity”.
Jason Impey, Director on ‘The Turning’
The Turning is a film born out of both desire and frustration. I am an independent filmmaker who has done most

things I have wanted to do in my
career apart from get my big
budget in order to make my epic
movie. I have played with various
sub-genres of the horror scene
and messed around with styles,
managed to get a number of feature films behind me and have
got them into the hands of various distributors.
I wanted to make a new feature
film as I always like to have a film
on the go, but recently finances
and various factors make it hard
to get a movie off the ground,
when taking on most of the job
roles yourself there is so much to do, get locations, get actors and pay for it all!
Overall I look at ‘The Turning’ as a positive experience
and yet another learning curve as a filmmaker and look
forward to the final result.
For more information on “The Turning” and for other films
by Jason Impey & Kemal Yildirim go to
www.kemalyildirim.com or www.jasonimpey.co.uk

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Ay Up Me Duck of the Deads NEXT Project:
Zombie Hood (working title) is currently in the pre-production stage, meaning that we're working mainly on the
script at the moment. While we can't give too much away at this stage of development, the film will be zombie
based, incorporating slow and fast ones, with plenty of suspense, gore and scary moments.
We are currently looking for new members for the production team to assist us in making this full length feature
film. We're keen to attract people who can offer enthusiasm and raw talent and have a love of all things horror,
rather than seasoned professional film makers, but we'll consider just about anyone for the various production
roles. Nearer the time, we'll also require a number of actors for numerous roles in the film, ranging from teenagers right up to pensioners, so if this is something that interests you and you live in the East Midlands, we would
love to hear from you prior to auditions. We'll also be looking for zombies to play various parts in the film, once
again no experience is required, but you will be required to get messy and there may be a few early starts.
So, if you're interested in working with us on this low budget feature film or you just want to know more, please
drop us an email to steve@ayupmeduckofthedead.co.uk
aPint's second film, a full length feature now has a working title. Make what you will of the title, but imagine
green tights, street thugs or gang based action and you may well be on, or totally off, the right track. We're not
giving anything away at the moment, but will reveal all once the script has been finalised.
We're looking for new (unpaid) members of the production team. We have to keep stating that it's unpaid as
some people are submitting CV's in hope of a full time job. Sorry, but this is strictly for you to gain experience or
just have some fun making a movie. We're interested in hearing from anyone in relation to help with financing
the film. Yes we need money! While the film isn't going to cost hundreds and thousands to make, we still require a
budget for essentials like tea and coffee, cakes and biscuits and tons of fake blood!
We are especially keen to hear from anyone with lighting experience. Full Zombie Hood news and details of all
roles needing to be filled can be found at http://www.gamerfun.co.uk/hood.html

Frightfest - the dead

WORLD PREMEIRE
Empire Cinema, Leicester Square, London.
Monday, August 30th, 2010. 1.15pm

Zombie Music Video…
Number 1. of 2.

I thought I would spread news that our friends have
just released a zombie music video (to be officially
launched next month here in Australia).
The band is called "Cavefire Cinema", the track "Where the Sun is". Myself and my partner were the
stars of the music video! We think its awesome and
hope you luv it too!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOUCgE6IogY
Cheers,
Richelle and Dan
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Belfast belter loves the living dead
The annual Yellow Fever Independent Film Festival
and YellowCon takes place on the last weekend of
every August in Belfast. The aim of the festival is to
bring a real underground, independent festival to
Northern Ireland, creating a gateway for both local
and international talent of the film world to ensure
they get the audience and recognition they deserve for
their work!
Held at the beautiful Stormont Hotel in Belfast, the
2nd YFIFF/YellowCon kicks off on 27th August with
another amazing array of films from all
around the world. Genres included action, comedy, horror, martial arts,
drama and sci-fi. This years event has
been extended through to Bank Holiday Monday with tons of extras including a massive zombie theme to the
weekend with films, games and more.
The festival kicks off with the awesome
Zombie-Aid Belfast, a charity driven
zombie walk taking place at Stormont
and raising money for the Make A Wish
Foundation and Billy Caldwell Foundation. The aim for this event, apart from
obviously raising tons of cash for these
awesome charities, is to hold the biggest
zombie walk ever in Northern Ireland.
The location is an important one, as it
also sets the scene for the sequel to our
first award winning film (Battle Of The Bone) and will
give our government officials a taste of whats to come
when the production begins. This will be followed by
our Dead Meat BBQ which takes place in the grounds
straight after, with prizes and giveaways for the best
dressed zombies and more!
Following that, back at the hotel, we will be screening
the UK premiere of US zombie flick, George's Intervention, followed by another US undead feature, The Sky
Has Fallen. While these are screening, the awesomely
named Arkham Gaming Centre will be running their
table top games based on our film, Battle Of The Bone,
into the wee hours of the night.
This year YFIFF is proud to announce that we will be
hosting the UK premiere of the highly anticipated UK
gay arthouse horror feature, SEEING HEAVEN directed
by Ian Powell, which will be accompanied by the
award winning gay horror short - NIGHTSHADOWS directed by JT Seaton. Seperate tickets for our 'GAY OF

THE DEAD' event are available from our YellowCon
webstore. This is sponsored by the Kremlin bar and includes free entry into the club afterwards for anyone
attending.
Yellow Fever Films will also be debuting their brand
new film - The Truth About Tom, Dick and Harry written and co-directed by Alan Crawford, as well as
screening a host of fantastic films from around the
world covering many gneres from horror to comedy,
war to drama.
Further events have allowed us to extend this years festival including the
Irish premiere of the sell-out live show,
How to Survive A Zombie Apocalypse.
The show that has taken the Edinburgh Fringe Festival by storm 2 years
running promises to bring the ultimate
close to the weekends events, with the
cast doing a signing of their new book
(that accompanies the show) afterwards. On top of that, Cosplay Shows
and contests, Arkham Gaming Centre,
console tournaments, the 1 minute
movie contest and the extra's of 2009,
like our traders and special guests
workshops, plus much, MUCH more,
promises to make the end of your
summer a damn good one!!
For further info and to book tickets visit http://theyfiff.webs.com/ and see the official YellowCon site for more at http://yellowcon.webs.com/
Tickets may be purchased for seperate events, or indeed - if you DARE - you can purchase a festival pass
for ALL events... (with bonus gifts while stocks last)
A special offer on hotel room rates has been given by
the Stormont Hotel for all festival goers. To find out
more, see the locations page on the links above.
To celebrate the zombie filled weekend in August, we
are giving away 2 sets of Yellow Fever zombie flicks,
with signed copies of the award winning Battle Of The
Bone, and The Knackery!!

Competition Time
To win a copies of these DVDs then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.tapeitordie.com
October 1st, 2010
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I have nothing to do with movies...
Baring in mind, I
have nothing to do
with the movie business what so ever. I
am an average Joe
that is jobless but
not through choice.

Well I only started
to think deep about
'creating' movies
when I came up
with a few movie
ideas. I would only
put the very basic
storyline down on
paper. But then I
went deeper into
details on my ideas.
The one movie idea
I had first was a story called 'Dark Disturbia', which is
also another facebook group of mine. But I am a zombie fan. So, after watching a movie called 'Apocalypse
Of The Dead', I clicked and wanted to create my very
own zombie mash.
With this story, we never know any more then the people we follow, so finding out the intention of this outbreak is going to be somewhat unknown. I didn't want
to go down the route of the Government getting involved and saving the day and following their plans of
attack so to speak. The suspense is where the innocent
people are! Ground zero. So dont expect machine guns
blasting everywhere and army soldier (trying) to
trounce the enemy. The movie is about survival.
Wanting to stay away from the same sounding titles of
'Zombie' this and 'Dead' that, I wanted to come up

with a title that the people would warm to other than
looking at a 'Zombie' title and shy away. There was
also my idea for what my version of the zombie would
look like and be like.
My version would not be called 'zombies', I have
named them 'Unhumans'. Though they would still be
classed as zombies through dying as human and rising
from the dead, I wanted to create something of a mix
from other zombie movies. If you think of a baby, it's
first needs is food. The baby wants to eat. But the older
that baby gets, the more it wants and the more it
thinks. So having this in mind, my version would be like
this. They are becoming something more then a walking corpse. They are becoming their own race.
As for the survivors themselves. The group of young
adults that we mostly follow find themselves in some
very sticky and tense situations. The (ex) army soldier
that we also follow plays a big part also and is somewhat of an anti-hero type. I am not trying to create an
icon character but a character that could swing
some balance to the uncontrollable carnage.
At the moment I am still currently writing the story. It's
in short story format as I have never been taught how
to script write. I have interest in my story from a production company director only though my enthusiasm.
That and being a pest!
If I can come up with something interesting, then hopefully it can be pushed into production. Only time will
tell. Please contact me here…
http://www.facebook.com/?ref=logo#!/group.php?gid=1
10766385627297&v=info
If made, I hope that whoever watches it can say it was
a good movie at least.
Cheers, David Savage

zombie extra, but for now we need our main actors and there will be auditions!
It's time to whip out your vuvuzelas and get blowing we're kicking off pre-production on Houseparty of the Message me on facebook or
andy@housepartyofthedead.com to put yourself forDead 6! That means we're looking for cast, crew, exward
for anything., cast or crew…
tras, props - pretty much everything in fact. I'm still in
the midst of location scouting at the moment, but have If you could all pass this request for casting on to everypencilled in the week starting 16th of August for shoot- one you know - any actors, investors (please!) or any
ing, so if you're free then, this is who and what we need kind of collaborators - and we'll get this show on the
at the moment. It will all be based in London. Nearer
road. Houseparty of the Dead 6: It's gonna be sick.
the date we'll be posting details of how to become a

House party of the Dead 6

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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As a film student at
the Art Institutes of
California San
Francisco in Digital
Film and Video
Production, and as
a huge an of the
Resident Evil video
games series, I have
decided to base my
senior project on this universe. Resident Evil is a videogame series created by the japanese company Capcom in
1996. The games are about a pharmaceutical company,
Umbrella, which creates zombies and bio-weapons trough
viruses. These monsters tend to escape on a regular basis,
and create chaos and mayhem. A special forces unit
called "S.T.A.R.S." and some of their relatives fight against
Umbrella and its monstrous creations.
Capcom said in 2008 that they released worlwide a total
of 34,500,000 copies of the games. There are 4 Hollywood movies based on the Resident Evil franchise, one
Japanese full-CGI movie, two series of books (English and
Japanese), three series of comic books produced by Images Comics, and a lot of Chinese Mangas. Resident Evil is
famous and generate a lot of money. As far as these films
are concerned…They are made as student projects and
will be released for free on Internet.

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Because I am a fan from the early days, I am working on
movies based on the very first games back in 1996 and
1997, Resident Evil 1 and Resident Evil 1.5 (for more information on this game, check Bioflames in English or SurvivHor in French).
We don't know enough about Resident Evil 1.5 so it is almost impossible to make a good adaptation of the game
- and I didn't really want to make guesses. So I came with
the idea that we know enough about the game to create
a few scenes. And a few scenes would be enough for a
trailer.
The trailer will be between 30 seconds and 3 minutes long.
I have shoot so far 7 minutes of usable footage (not
counting every takes for every scenes) divided in 15 scenes.
I still need to shoot a little more, thought. Then the editing
process will start. After I have
a rough editing, I will get the
music and sound design created and I will work on the
visual effects. Actually, 30
people have worked on this
project, and I am really excited about it.
For all of the details of
Jerome Chagnons project
then visit:
http://www.refanfilms.com/

Help and bloody tonnes of zombies needed for film...
My film is entitled 'EAT' and is about a dozen builders
who crash their white van on an industrial estate in
London, where they are soon attacked and surrounded
by a horde of zombies. They are forced to retreat to
the now damaged and immobile van. But the zombies
are not their only problem. As they begin to starve
their friendships and previous power relations break
down, division grows and violence ensues.
WHERE & WHEN
At this stage I don't know when I would be filming. My
two major locations would be a building site and an
industrial estate both set within London. The dominant
amount of screen time would take place within the
confines of the van, which means I can film anywhere I
can park a van and have control of light and sound.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
In terms of special effects I would need about 200
zombies made up. About 30 - 40 of these would be
'Primary Zombies', involved in the major action sequences. The remainder would be 'Secondary Zombies',
those in the background. The action sequences would
involve a large number of bludgeoning wounds from
hammers and also punture wounds from a drill driver
and screwdrivers. The most complex component of the
special effects would be a cannibalised man, who although unconscious would still be alive as the meat is
gradually stripped from his bones.
Any help from anyone out there would be greatly appreciated…
Jay Brown barkerbrown@live.co.uk

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Playboy, Zombies and Duct Tape…
YES, It’s Dead Rising 2
Capcom, have also confirmed
that it has partnered with Playboy magazine to have content
from the iconic publication featured in its forthcoming title
Dead Rising 2, scheduled for release October 1st, 2010 for the
Xbox 360®, PlayStation®3 and
PC platforms.
Players that discover the Playboy magazine in the game
will receive a unique and special upgrade for Chuck
Greene, the main character in Dead Rising 2. Furthermore, players will come across Playboy ads and billboards
that will feature specially selected issues from the magazine’s 57-year history. The new magazine system for Dead
Rising 2, which will feature Playboy along with various
other publications, is an evolution of the popular book
system from the original Dead Rising game. Along with
the special Playboy issue, there will be a variety of different themed magazines that Chuck will be able to pick up
for bonuses to use to help fend off the zombie hordes
along the way.

the handheld mower that cuts
zombies down to size in an instant, while a garden rake and
car battery combine to create an
electrified zombie prod. Creating
and using combination weapons
will not just result in novel ways to
tackle Dead Rising 2’s shuffling
cast of thousands as the more
combo weapons a player uses, the
more Prestige Points (PPs) they
will rack up. Earn enough PPs and Chuck levels up, which
in turn delivers its own benefits.
Follow the exploits of Lance, Gretchen, Wallace and
Johnny at www.tapeitordie.com and discover exclusive
content from Dead Rising 2 plus maybe, just maybe, some
juicy gameplay hints. They are four individuals united by
a love of zombies. All desperate to obtain tickets for the
hottest show in town, Terror is Reality XVII. Will they get
to Fortune City and what awaits them if they do?

Want to know what to look for on the shelves in Europe
come October 1st? Well, very recently CAPCOM revealed
the packaging for Dead Rising 2 and a very special limited edition exclusive to European territories - The Outbreak
Pack - featuring a highly detailed 12” zombie figuNow, why is it ‘Tape it or Die?’ Players will be able to
rine
complete
with accessories, a download token for a
take two objects, a roll of tape and with a little inventiveness create an advanced zombie-killing combo weapon - bonus theme pack plus additional specific content for the
a piece of wood and a lawnmower become Portamower, PS3 and 360 versions.
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Day by day armageddon
Book 1...
DAY BY DAY ARMAGEDDON

May 16th. 1201 hrs. We are now
under siege. Beyond the silo access doors, we have a small
army of beaten and battered
undead to contend with. They
only want one thing...
Day by Day Armageddon is the
handwritten journal of one man
and his struggle for survival.
Trapped in the midst of global
disaster, he must make decisions
that could mean life, or which could condemn him eternally to walk as one of them. Enter, if you dare, into his
world. The world of the undead.

ing the planet. The dead are
rising to claim the earth as the
new dominant species in the
food chain.

Day by Day Armageddon and
its sequel Beyond Exile are the
handwritten journals of one desperate survivor as he battles in
the face of global disaster. Zombie fiction at its finest, these
books will take you to a whole
new level of terror. These books
are both more than worth checking out and losing
yourself in...

Competition Time

Book 2...
BEYOND EXILE: DAY BY DAY ARMAGEDDON
Sporadic news reports indicate chaos and violence
spreading through US cities. An unknown evil is sweep-

To win a copy of these Books then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Zombies Anonymous
Now, this little sleeper was DVD of the month in none other than
Fangoria, so listen up you primitive screw-heads and read on…
Angela (Gina Ramsden) is shot point blank by her boyfriend Josh
(Joshua Nelson) and lives in a world where the living and the
dead co-exist, people continuously find ways to cope and look for
answers. Zombie Anonymous meetings, look alive face creams, all
meat diners help the mortally challenged find their way in this
bizarre society. ZA takes you on an unforgettable ride where life
meets death, or does it?

http://www.amazon.com/Zombies-GinaRamsden/dp/B00166FBSS

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp on the back
of this issue of The Zombie Times.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Zombie Music Video
Number 2. of 2.

There is an artist called Thomas Truax, who
contacted me as he has done a video with a
pile of zombies in and to be honest, the tunes
rocks as well as the video so its more than
worth checking out…… http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3x8g35eb1P4

Strange Zombies, Part 11
YES, it’s a lumberjack zombie, wearing a
bra… Exactly why I will probably never know,
but we love the photo, so Cheers Greg...
Send us more to... ed@terror4fun.com

HELP US DR DALE, you’re our only hope...

•
•

Worried about what to
do in the event of the
dead rising from their
graves and trying to
destroy humanity?
Worry no more! With
the help of numerous
films and Wikipedia, Dr
Dale has compiled this
rigorously researched
A-Z list of everything
you need to know
about zombies: how to
recognise them, how to
fight them and even
how to classify them.
He can answer all of
your burning questions
including:
How can a sheep help defend me against the
undead?
What will the response of the Women’s Institute
be to an attack?

What’s the most useful style of dance to know in
the event of the apocalypse?
From the best kind of clothing to wear to the most appropriate soundtrack for a zombie apocalypse, this is
the ultimate guide to preparing for and surviving the
return of the undead.
Full money back guarantee offered should you die in a
zombie apocalypse within 30 days of purchase
DR DALE is the founder of the school of survival, a society of experts who live for one purpose only: to train
the masses to survive the rising of the undead. Prior to
founding the school and becoming an expert and guru
on the subject of Zombology, Dale sold Industrial
Equipment for 6 years and lived on Jobseekers allowance for 9. His favourite colour is blue.
www.howtosurviveazombieapocalypse.co.uk and the
book is published on 1st August 2010
•

Competition Time
To win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.tapeitordie.com
October 1st, 2010
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pride comes before the dawn… of the dreadfuls!
Prequel to the top selling Pride Prejuthe days reading, gardening, practicing
dice and Zombies! (Over 100,000 copies
instruments, and daydreaming about
sold in the UK) 15 brilliant illustrations
future husbands—until a funeral at the
from acclaimed illustrator Patrick Arlocal parish goes strangely and horribly
rasmith
awry.
Everything you want in a summer
Suddenly corpses are springing from the
read—Action! Romance! Ultraviolence!
soft earth—and only one family can stop
And More!
them. As the bodies pile up, we watch
Superb genre fiction from an estabElizabeth Bennet evolve from a naïve
lished mystery writer
young teenager into a savage slayer of
At the opening of the international
the undead. We laugh as she begins her
bestseller Pride and Prejudice and Zomfirst clumsy training with nunchucks and
bies, Elizabeth Bennet is already a seakatana swords, and cry when her first
soned warrior—trained in the martial
blush with romance goes tragically
arts, skeptical of romance, and deterawry. Through it all, of course, readers
mined to wipe out the deadly
will be treated to scene after scene of
“dreadfuls.”
absurd zombie carnage.
But how did Elizabeth get that way?
Complete with 15 dazzling illustrations
And where did all of the zombies come from?
(and a new cover that’s paired to the original PPZ),
Readers will witness the birth of a heroine in Dawn of Dawn of the Dreadfuls invites readers to step back into
the Dreadfuls—a thrilling prequel set three years before Regency England—Land of the Undead!
the horrific events of Pride and Prejudice and Zombies.
This comic-horror novel is awork of fiction from acclaimed novelist (and Edgar Award nominee) Steve
Hockensmith.
To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
As our story opens, the Bennet sisters are enjoying a
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
peaceful life in the English countryside. They idle away

Competition Time

The South has risen again...
Yes, we know its not zombies, but the original and
then the remake were so
bloody gory and simply quite
stomach churning, we simply
wanted to let you know it
was on its way again….
From director Tim Sullivan
and starring Bill Moseley
(Devil’s Rejects), comes the
eagerly anticipated second
instalment of the gore
soaked horror/comedy franchise,
2001 MANIACS: FIELD OF SCREAMS
When this year’s round of unsuspecting Northerners fail

to show up for their annual Guts N’ Glory Jamboree, the
residents of Pleasant Valley take their cannibalistic carnival on the road and head to Iowa where they encounter spoiled heiresses Rome & Tina Sheraton and the
cast and crew of their “Road Rascals” reality show.
Performing “The Bloodiest Show on Earth”, our Southern Maniacs prove more than ratings killers in what
John Landis has called “one of the rare sequels that sur-

passes the original”.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Dead Beat
“It's like the author went screaming through the
zombie genre with a baton in one hand and a
blowtorch in the other. Check this one out. You
won't be disappointed." Joe McKinney, author of
Dead City and Apocalypse of the Dead

In the sleepy town of
Thorsby, Alabama, no
one had a life. Then the
dead showed up. Now
instead of just killing
time the people of
Thorsby are killing each
other, taking up arms as
the zombies take to the
streets, the barbecue joints and the strip bars. Soon
spaceships are flying overhead, federal agents are patrolling the grounds and a few fearless individuals are
joining forces to run like hell.
A story about the lives we forget to lead, the people
we fail to bury properly and the scary-ass creatures
we have to eliminate along the way, Hide and Creep
is a celebration of those who rise to the occasion just
when all hope and television reception seem lost. A
zombie film with brains, a comedy with boobs, Hide
and Creep puts us on the front lines of a backwater
town in crisis, giving us a taste of a community starving for action and a murderous horde hungry for human flesh.
Inspired by the horror/humor short Birthday Call, Hide
and Creep is the first feature-length film by Crewless
Productions of Birmingham, Alabama. Founded in
2001 by Chuck Hartsell and Chance Shirley, Crewless is
an independent film company in spirit, in content
and--most noticeably to all those who pay the bills-in financial capital. In addition to Birthday Call and
Hide and Creep, Crewless Productions' film roster includes the shorts The Seven Year Switch, Tit For Tat
and Reciprocity.
Hide and Creep was released on a new Special Edition DVD by Celebrity Video Distribution on Oct. 6,
2009. More details at
http://www.crewless.com/hideandcreep/index2.php

Wild Wolf Publishing is delighted to announce the
release of their first zombie horror novel, Dead Beat
by Remy Porter... Haven, Population: 2000. A
place where Johnny sleepwalks the beat, counting
down the hours to the end of another police shift.
Burying the secret deeper. But this is the day the
world ends. The infection has spread unchecked,
and now the dead have domain. Johnny is thrown
into a fight to survive. The shattered community around him willing to do anything to stay
alive. But as putrefacted bodies close in, it's the villager's rotten hearts he begins to fear the most
...And beyond them the puppetmasters who
started it all.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Dead-Beat-IainMcKinnon/dp/0956373364/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UT
F8&qid=1278872439&sr=1-1

Competition Time

Competition Time

To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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on the 7th. Colin is a zombie and wanders the streets of
suburbia taking in the sights (gore) and sounds
(screams) of a cadaverous apocalypse. Shot on a less
than shoe-string budget, Colin is an outstanding entry
into the zombie genre.
Zombie Movies on Horror Channel
Night owls will be able to see one of Tobe Hooper’s
July and August 2010
th
(Sky 319, 320 Virgin 170 and Freesat 138) most accomplished movies at 2:40 on the 11 . MortuIt’s another busy few weeks here on the Horror Channel ary stars Denise Crosby as recently widowed Leslie who
and we’re stuffing shed loads of chills for fans of the un- moves her family into a small town mortuary where a
dead to get their teeth into as well as a few premieres malevolent evil lurks underfoot. Brutal and raw this is
compelling storytelling from a genre master.
that will please even the most blood-thirsty goreFriday the 20th contains a double bill of undead chills
hound.
JULY: If you’re feeling a tad peckish on Wednesday the starting at 22:55 with the wonderfully titled Zombie
King. In this splatter-filled smack14th then tune in at 00:50 for
down a zombie plague is raging
Flesh For The Beast. In this ravso a troupe of spandex-clad
ishing supernatural horror a crack
masked wrestlers band together
team of parapsychologists investito pummel the undead hordes
gate a former brothel that is now
and defeat the evil Zombie King.
playing host to gorgeous seductive
Awesome! This is followed at
demons, a zombie army and a
00:50 by a more serious chiller,
terrifying satanic secret. A tasty
Shadow: Dead Riot which stars
treat indeed.
Candyman himself Tony Todd.
Friday the 17th holds the premiere
When the jail that once held and
of Undead Or Alive at 22:55
executed voodoo-practising serial
which stars Desperate Housewives
killer, Shadow, is turned into a
actor James Denton. Set in the
women's prison, he and his zomincredibly wild, wild west a milibie minions are resurrected.
tary deserter and a cowboy rob a
Colin director Marc Price pops up
corrupt sheriff but don't bank on
on the Horror Channel on the 26th
an Apache curse unleashing a
to present three movies as part of
zombie hoard. If you enjoy your
our Director’s Night season. Starthorror with a unique twist then
ing at 21:00 with his very own
this one is for you.
movie, Colin, this is followed at
Then on the 18th at 21:00 (and
22:55 by one of the bloodiest and
th
again on the 29 at 22:55) exfinest sequels ever made, Bride
Superman Dean Cain takes centre
Of Re-Animator. Zombie comstage in the contemporary shocker
edy horror follows at 00:50 as
Dead And Deader. A soldier is bitten by a diseased
strippers battle the undead in Zombies! Zombies!
bug turning him into a half-zombie, but his comrades
Zombies!
aren't so lucky and become full-blown shuffling undead.
AUGUST: Conor McMahon’s timely gut-muncher Dead
As with all TV channels the dates and times are
Meat splats onto your screens on the 2nd at 00:40.
subject to alteration so please go to
When her friend is bitten by a surprisingly spritely
www.horrorchannel.co.uk
for any last minute
corpse and turns into a flesh muncher, Helena flees for
changes.
Also
join
us
on Facebook
her life. Turns out mad cow disease turns humans into
zombies. Never saw that news report in the newspahttp://www.facebook.com/horrorchannel
pers!
and Twitter http://twitter.com/horror_channel
A date for your diary is the premiere of Marc Price’s
astonishing piece Colin which you can catch at 22:55

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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DO YOU SPEAK-A
DA ZOMBIE?
In a world overtaken by zombies, the only hope
for survival lies in learning the language of the undead. How to Speak Zombie demonstrates how to
blend in and avoid being eaten while carrying on
with everyday activities like ordering a latte from
a zombarista and shopping at a zombie-infested
mall. This essential guide features an electronic
sound module that demonstrates proper zombie
pronunciation ("RAHHHhh!"), helpful text that
explores the customs and etiquette of the zombie
world, and detailed illustrations that show the undead doing everything from pumping iron to
dancing the night away. Deeply informative, this
handbook also includes an all-purpose BRAINS
button that can be used in any situation, deadly
or otherwise. Steve Mockus is a San Franciscobased writer who enjoys reading, hiking, and socializing with zombies. Travis Millard is the creative
force behind Fudge Factory Comics. He lives and
works in Los Angeles.

ZOMBIE SAMURAI…
From screenwriter Ryuhei Kitamura (director of
‘The Midnight Meat Train’ and writer-director of
‘Versus’) and director Tak Sakaguchi (the star of
‘Versus’ and fight choreographer for ‘Tokyo Gore
Police’ and ‘Vampire Girl Vs. Frankenstein Girl’)
comes Samurai Zombie, a splatter-filled, genre
blending, horror-comedy that delivers precisely
what its title promises.
A highly recommended addition to the recent
wave of Japanese extreme splatter movies, Samurai Zombie sees director Sakaguchi and writer Kitamura playing for laughs and shocks in equal
measure with a joyously demented zombie flick
that includes scenes of explosive geyser-spouting
decapitations, hilariously graphic dismemberment,
wince-inducing oral castration and the introduction of a pair of bumbling cops with an amusing
case of serious gun envy. Size, it appears, is everything. Samurai Zombie will be released on DVD on
19th July 2010.

Competition Time

Competition Time

To win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Shaun of the deads Stuart bray
Working on Shaun Of The Dead was the best job I have
ever had. It was headed by Stuart Conran for the FX
company Animated Extras, and we had an absolute
blast. It offered everything you could want from a job.
There was out-of-the-kit zombies, prosthetics, people
being dismembered, bleeding gags, bullet hits, shuffling
hoards and a lot of Zombie fans all in one place.
There was a small crew-Stuart Conran headed it up,
and then it was Dan Frye and myself for the most part
in the workshop.
For the crowd scenes we had big calls with fifty or more
zombies to make up and had a bigger team for those
days.
We all had our own gags to do and mine was to make
the Dylan Moran body which gets pulled apart in the
Winchester pub. I'm actually in the movie, as we decided that as I knew how the rig worked it would be
easiest if I was actually made up as a zombie and did it
all in character. I'm very proud of that scene, and especially of the actors disgusted response during the first
take - they hadn't rehearsed with the blood and guts!
When you start doing this kind of work, it is precisely
that kind of movie that drives you in the first place.

Having worked previously on movies such as Saving
Private Ryan and Gladiator, I am no stranger to creating gore. It was from research and trying to create realism on these films that I developed my approach to
makeup effects.
With zombies, for example, you want to primarily create realistic corpses, with a zombie slant. Not all zombies have sores and bites - just being emaciated with a
rotten, mottled skin looks great with the right action.
When you have fifty undead shuffling about on set, it
can look a bit samey if they all happen to have a bite
on the middle of their cheek.
I also run different courses in makeup effects, and Zombies are an regularly requested item, so I decided to run
a Zombie Workshop. In a small group of six, we supply
everything, and we'll do a full movie grade Zombie
makeover on a model including appliances, nails, rotting skin, teeth and hair.
Full details are on the site, and there are free tutorials
to download and a free mini ecourse for those interested in makeup effects:
http://www.learnprostheticmakeup.com/
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The Zombie gallery
of stuart bray
Three different undead creations by Stuart Bray,
all looking goresome… The top one is Stuart
himself as his undead self… Its all good… Contact
him if you want to learn more about prosthetics.
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Zombie Make Up Artists Directory
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House
Party of the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various
shorts), Ultra-Vixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me
Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow
and Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty
of the Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest
2009, Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for
Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09,
Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk
Name: Steven Boyle
Based: Australia
Feature Films: Star Wars Ep II, Undead, King Kong,
Black Sheep and 30 Days of Night.
Short Films: Yes
Zombies: Yes
Contact Via: creaturesteveb@aol.com

www.tapeitordie.com
October 1st, 2010
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Zombie Website of the Issue !

www.tapeitordie.com

This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions in this issue of the Zombie Times, send your answers to the following questions
to ed@terror4fun.com as soon as possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) Win signed Yellow Fever Production DVDs. 'Who directed Irish Zombie movie “The Battle of the Bone”
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘YELLOW FEVER’
Comp 2) INTERNET ONLY: Win ‘The Crazies’ on DVD or a poster… www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Comp 3) Win 2 x Day by Day Armageddon Books 'What does author JL Bourne do for a living?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DAY BY DAY’
Comp 4) Win ‘Zombies Anonymous’ on DVD. 'Who plays Josh in Zombies Anonymous?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ANONYMOUS’
Comp 5) Win ‘Dr Dales Zombie Dictionary.’ 'At which fringe festival did Dr Dales show sell out???''
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZWOS’
Comp 6) Win a ‘Dawn of the Dreadfuls’ Book. 'Who wrote the original Pride and Prejudice?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DREADFULS’
Comp 7) INTERNET ONLY: Win a ‘2001 Maniacs’ on DVD... www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Comp 8) Win ‘Hide and Creep’ on DVD 'Name two short films made by Crewless Productions?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘HIDE & CREEP’
Comp 9) Win ‘Dead Beat’ novel.’ 'What Rank is the Zombie Picture on the cover of 'Dead Beat'?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DEAD BEAT’
Comp 10) Win ‘How to Speak Zombie’ the talking book 'Who illustrates this essential zombie survival tool?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘SPEAK ZOMBIE’
Comp 11) Win ‘Zombie Samurai.’ on DVD 'Which Japanese Zombie Film was Ryuhei Kitamura the writer-director of?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘SAMURAI’

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS SEPERATELY EMAILS. It helps us sort them out!!! CHEERS…

PLUS THERE’S More ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

